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Suffolk Palooza raises 
over $1,000 for A
By Olivia Guerrero Motz
________ JOURNAL CONTRIBUTOR________
Eight bands joined in a common ef­
fort to raise money for children with 
AIDS at the annual Suffolk Palooza 
concert in the C. Walsh Theater on 
February 28. The evening was a suc­
cess. With 160 people attending, it raised 
nearly $ 1,100 for charity.
The eight bands came from diverse 
backgrounds and their music styles 
ranged widely. Each group contained at 
least one member from the Suffolk 
community.
The evening opened with Electric 
Mud, a band featuring P.J. Eastman on 
harmonica. Shannon Gracia on vocals 
(both are Suffolk students), and Nick 
La Pointe and Diana Washburn on 
guitar. The members of Electric Mud 
have only been playing together since 
September, but they delivered a lively, 
powerful performance of good oF blues. 
Some of the big names covered were 
Chris Mither and Buddy Guy.
Electric Mud was immediately fol­
lowed by Level, a duo formed by Suf­
folk studentsTim Michalowski and Sunil 
Mansulchani. Their nervousness and 
inexperience were evident, but their 
good sense ofhumor and their determi­
nation to “stick it out” saved them.
Songs like “Fence” and “Andy,” both 
written and arranged by Michalowski
and Mansulchani, will be good material 
for future Suffolk Paloozas after more 
practice and experience playing in front 
of an audience. “Right now we just 
want to see what people’s response to 
our music is and then we’ll see what 
we’ll do next,” Michalowski said after 
their performance.
After Level’s short 15 minute set. 
Radio Phly Er took the stage. The best 
coordinated and best prepared band of 
the evening also delivered the loudest 
songs. Radio Phly Er, originally from 
Connecticut, already has two CDs, both 
of which sold out. They are in the 
process of recording a third, which is 
due on the market this summer. The 
band has been playing together for al­
most four years, but added a fourth 
member to the lineup a year and a half 
ago. Ethan McVaney, Radio Phly Er’s 
15 year old singer, has been touring with 
the band through various Connecticut 
bars and n ightclubs. Tom Sm ith, gu itar- 
ist and Suffolk student, provides the 
band with gigs in Boston ’ s wel 1-known 
clubs like the Middle East, TT the 
Bear’s, and the Rat.
Radio Phly Er was followed with a 
treat for the eardrums. Kojiro Ono, a 
sophomore here at Suffolk, delivered a 
heart-warming performance on his
PALOOZA
continued on page 2
Forensics tournament a success
By Gabriela Portillo Mazal
________ JOURNAL CONTRIBUTOR________
Suffolk University took second place 
Sat. March 1 attheNew England Cham­
pionship at Plymouth State College in 
New Hampshire. Emerson Col lege took 
first place.
Arts L BntertainmEnt 4-5
Mike wraps up his Trilogy; 
justin rides the Highway; 
and jay reviews a handful 
of CDs.
Editorials/Qpinions 6-7
jim reaches out to his beloved 
SGA; while Shaw puts in his 
two cents on abortion.
SuFFolk Sports 12
Leydon named coach of the 
year; and Neil goes on the 
record with the NHL.
Jay Hale/Journal Staff
Suffolk students, Sunil Mansulchani (left) and Tim Michalowski perform 
original material at Suffolk Palooza. ___________
Record turnout for ‘97 elections
The New England championship is 
the regional pre-season tournament of 
the forensics and debate circuit.
“It’s a regional rather than state 
tournament because there are not 
enough schools in Massachusetts to 
hold a significant tournament,” said 
Northeastern University Director of 
Forensics Sherry Shepler. “Unlike a 
district tournament, it includes New 
England and New York, but not New 
Jersey.”
This tournament is the last chance 
for any competitor to qualify for either 
the National Forensics Association 
National Championship Tournament or 
the American Forensics Association - 
National Individual Events Tournament. 
The AFA - NIET includes only indi­
vidual events, and in orderto qualify a 
competitor has to finish in the top three 
in an event.
“Without th is type oftournam ent, the 
only other way to qualify is to be in the 
top three in threedifferenttoumaments,” 
Shepler said. The NFA tournament is 
for both debate and individual events, 
and requires a competitor to place in a 
final round in individual events or in 
sem i-finals in debate to qualify.
FORENSICS 
continued on page 9
By M. Wright & A. Lee
____________ JOURNAL STAFF_____________
Voter turnout for this year’s elec­
tions reached an all-time high as nearly 
450 students placed their vote for next 
year’s Student Government 
representitives.
The freshman and sophomore presi­
dential races were the most closely 
followed. The race for president of the 
class of 2000 pitted incumbent Frank 
Georgioagainstfreshmanrepresentitive 
Kelly Dolan, and newcomer, Seth 
Caulfield. DespiteGeorgio’s promises 
to continue to “fight for the freshman 
class,” and Caulfield’s plan to “ put the 
guts back into SGA,” Dolan was victo­
rious, beating Georgio by a narrow 88­
81 margin. Theclassof 1999 voted 74­
54 in favor of re-electing incumbent 
Alan Caggiano over challenger Stacy 
Theberge.
Next year’s intended seven percent 
tuition increase was the focus of many 
of the speeches delivered by the candi­
dates February 27, in the Sawyer Cafe 
on the first day of voting.
Kelly Dolan, said, “I can’t promise 
a tuition freeze, but I prom ise to fight to 
keep tuition affordable.” Other issues 
included the students’ activities fee in­
crease, the Suffolk Saver Card, and the 
lack of participation among students.
The race for president for the class 
of‘99 proved to be more like a national 
campaign, featuring negative advertis­
ing and harsh words from both candi­
dates.
Incumbent Allan Caggiano openly 
accused his competitor, Stacey 
Theberge, of underhanded campaign 
methods. Caggiano opened his speech 
by admitting to entertaining thoughts of 
transferring to another university, 
claimed that Theberge falsely accused 
him of adefinite plans to transfer. With
a pamphlet in hand which read, “Vote 
For Stacey - She’ll Be Here Next 
Year,” Caggiano explained why 
Theberge should not be voted in. “Do 
you want someone like that represent- 
ingyou?” asked Caggiano, bringing forth 
the question of character integrity. 
Theberge, visibly upset, did not make 
any clear promises to her potential vot­
ers but focused on Caggiano’s possible 
transfer, ending the speech with her 
campaign catchphrase “I will be here 
next year.”
Followingthe elections Caggiano said, 
“I’m very pleased with the results and 
feel that my classmates have shown 
great confidence in me, which will 
allow me to continue working on their 
behalf.” He refused to comment on 
Theberge’s negative campaign tactics, 
but said that they were clearly not a 
decisive factor in the race.
Although defeated Theberge was 
optimistic. “Whatever the outcome 
was I think thatthis election was impor­
tant, and I’m pleased at the high voter 
turnout. When asked to comment on 
what seemed to be a very negative 
campaign she said, “1 did not mean for 
this to turn ugly. I told the voters the 
truth. Alan has applied to other schools 
and I think the reliability of leaders is 
something that the voters need to take 
into consideration.”
Lenares, who was re-elected to her 
fourth term as 1998 class president 
over challenger Jasmine Tulier, based 
her qualifications on previous experi­
ence in various student government 
bodies.
Curtis Gifford, the only Vice Presi­
dential candidate for the class of 1998 
was also re-elected followingan upbeat 
campaign speech in which he chose 
casual attire ratherthan the suit-and-tie 
style of the other canidates, saying that 
he was just, “one of the students.”
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Continued from page 1
father’s 30 year old acoustic guitar. All 
of the tension that seemed to have built 
up over the aggressive songs preceding 
Ono was released. The audience re­
laxed. His eight years of dedication to 
his favorite instrument has paid off 
During a short talk back stage, Ono 
stated that his musical background in­
cluded many artists, but probably his 
biggest influence came from his father.
Following the acoustic artist was 
The Foma. When trying to figure out 
what kind of music the band performs, 
no explanation prepares you for what is 
awaiting you on stage. The guitar player 
and lead vocalist Raul Gonzalez said, 
“The Foma stands for harmless delight­
ful lies.” “We’ll give you the truth dis­
guised in allusions.” Bassist Jorge 
Suarez added, “We play modern ver­
sions of old rock.”
When the four members ofThe Foma 
appeared on stage, all cliches scattered 
to the ground. The little “barber shop 
acf’during which Gonzalezcut Suarez’s 
hair is an example of the band’s ten­
dency to combine music with acting.
“My haircut had been long overdue, 
so I thought ‘why not integrate it into 
our show?”’, Suarez added later.
The Foma went on to perform “Ha- 
ha Ha-ha Dulcinea,” that combined 
English and Spanish lyrics written by 
Gonzalez with a slight opera touch.
This theatrical music act concluded 
the first block of performances. During 
the intermission about halfthe audience 
made the mistake of leaving, thinking 
they had seen it all.________________
The night continued with B1 ind Curve, 
a cover band that performed Peter 
Gabriel’s “Red Rain” and “In Your 
Eyes,” the Pol ice’s “King of Pain,” and 
Rush’s“AfterImage.”JohnSmolinsky 
explained that the band does not have 
their own songs because the band mem­
bers only get together once a year for 
about a month to rehearse for Suffolk 
Palooza. It is amazing the band accom­
plishes good results with so little prepa­
ration.
Blind Curve was slightly rushed be­
cause the show was running late. Two 
more artists remained and only half an 
hour remained. The n ight had flown by, 
but it was not over yet.
Hiroshi Yagi, a Suffolk student from 
Japan, brought Kojiro Ono back on 
stage for an improvised guitar/violin 
duo of a traditional Japanese song. The 
sweet, smooth music gave the evening 
a touch of mid-summer night in Febru­
ary. Yagi was then joined by another 
violin player, identified onIyas“Yagi’s 
friend,” to perform a duet that sounded 
well-coordinated and melodic.
The evening of music and artistic 
expression ended with One of Many. 
The highlight ofthis three member band 
was Chris McHugh’s performance on 
bass. Dave Fielding made agood effort 
combining drums and lead vocals, but it 
became obvious why this combination 
is not performed very often...it is very 
hard to keep the rhythm. The band was 
Joined on stage by five members of the 
audience.
The show ended at midnight when 
One of Many was on the verge of 




Tom Smith, guitarist for Radio Phly Er performs at his band’s first 
Suffolk Palooza.
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The production of the Beacon Year­
book is on schedule and should be avail­
able to students next fall, according to 
Henry Zunino of the yearbook staff 
Zunino, who is the editor of photogra­
phy for the Beacon, says that despite 
the small size of the staff this year, the 
production of the 1997 yearbook is 
movingalongwell.
“[Production] is much faster than 
last year,” Zunino said. “We put in a lot 
of work, even over Christmas and 
break.”
Zunino said that the staff, which is 
headed by Editor Julie Zunino, spends a 
minimum of one hour per day working 
on the yearbook.
The 1997 Beacon will contain many 
of the sections as past yearbooks, and 
will also include a few new pages. 
Amongthese will be sections dedicated 
to Suffolk’s first residence hall, and to 
the New England School of Art and 
Design.
more difficult to find student activities 
to photograph, and due to this, there 
may be a smaller amount of activity 
pictures in the next yearbook. He also 
said that the yearbook, who al locates its 
budget from the Student Government 
Association, is still awaiting word on an 
allocation presented that would allow 
the Beacon to purchase new cameras, 
computers and printers.
“We have a lot of graphics,” Zunino 
said. “This printer is very slow when 
you’re printing graphics.”
The yearbook is also struggling with 
a shortage of cameras in its office. The 
staffs lone camera is broken, and in 
order to take pictures, members must 
supply theirown cameras. Zunino hopes 
that SGA will realize the need for the 
new equipment and allocate money to 
the Beacon.
The Beacon is expected to be avail­
able to students in October or Novem­
ber of 1997. Seniors whose portraits 
are in the yearbook will receive the 
Beacon at no cost; the rest of the 
student body will be charged approxi-
According to Zunino, it has been mately$50.
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Bookbinding is a living art at Suffolk exhibit
By Olivia Guerrero Motz
________ JOURNAL CONTRIBUTOR________
The New England School of Art and 
Design and the North Bennet Street 
School were “bound together” March 7 
in a celebration of the 10th anniversary 
oftheNBSS’s bookbinding program.
The NESAD Gallery served as an 
exhibition room for nine cases contain­
ing the works of 32 bookbinding artists. 
The exposition started March 3 and will 
last until March 27.
Cynthia Fields-Belanger, who will 
graduate from NBSS’s bookbinding pro­
gram in June, showed her work at the 
NESADSU exhibit. Her specialty is 
miniature books even smaller than a 
book ofmatches. These miniature books 
are used rhainly as collectors items, 
decorations or jewelry^ as Fields- 
Belanger demonstrated, wearing a neck­
lace and matching earrings.
“When I explain to people that I am 
now learning how to make books and I 
no longer make pastries, I often use the 
analogy that this is like making petit 
fours without the calorie. While cook­
ing wheat paste doesn’t give the same 
feeling as cooking pastry cream, I enjoy 
the work I do now,” Fields-Belanger 
said. “The program at North Bennet 
Street prepared me for a career of self- 
satisfying work.”
Mark Esser, the first bookbinding 
instructoratNBSS,also had some works 
on exhibit. After learning the art of hand 
bookbinding from Bill Anthony, an Irish- 
English professor whose main goal was 
to pass on the art of bookbinding, Esser 
taught bookbinding and conservation 
skills. “My eight years at the North 
Bennet Street School are a tribute to my
teacher. Bill Anthony,” said Esser, who 
now works at Boston College as a book 
conservator.
The two-year bookbind ing program 
is very intensive, demanding six-hour 
days, five days a week for ten month 
terms. “That time is really needed to 
differentiate the parts of a book and to 
learn about them,” said Sally Key, an 
instructor at NBSS. “We make as­
sumptions about the given books with­
out realizing that a book needs m in imal 
maintenance also.”
Sally Key took over Esser’s position 
two years ago and teaches structure 
and conversation techniques, and hand 
bindingtechniques.“Theskillswe teach 
here are the tools for good work, espe­
cially when it comes to repairs.”
Themain goal ofagood bookbinding 
job is to give the book a pleasing look 
and to make it pleasant to use. An 
important part in that process is the 
quality ofthe materials used. The domi­
nant idea is that the object is the most 
important thing and the cost is not the 
main consideration. With all the work 
and dedication that has to go into book­
binding it might hardly seem affordable, 
but the cost of rebinding a book is only 
$20-$30 foracloth binding and $40-$50 
for a leather binding, depending on how 
elaborate you want the binding to be.
The bookbinding exposition at 
NESDASU will give book lovers great 
ideas and inspirations on the diverse 
possibilities of every book they own. 
“The cost shouldn’t matter to us when 
it comes to preserve our literature, be­
cause after all ‘the world exists in order 
to become a book,”’ Key said.
The North Bennet school was 
founded in 1885 as a trade training
“One ofthe Hidden Secrets 
of Suffolk University”
Gain Meaningful Life Experience While Receiving Academic Credit
I’his interdisciplinary' project requires 35 hours per semester of 
educational tutoring in an elementary school. The course is open 
to all majors and freshmen. No previous experience is required, 
and there are no prerequisites. A one hour weekly seminar at the 
university will complement this field experience. You may choose 
one or two terms - three or six semester hours.
Read what a Suffolk student wrote about this course:
"This is my second time being involved in this project... one of 
the hidden secrets of Suffolk University... it provides a new 
experience not just for education majors but for all majors... 
being influential in a child's life provides a feeling of accomplish­
ment and success."
For further information, please contact:
Dr. Sheila Mahoney 
Fenton 334 
Telephone: 573-8281
school for immigrants. It was located in 
a settlement house in the North End and 
remains in the original building today. 
Back in the 1970s, the NBSS received 
funding which allowed it to experiment 
with differenttraining programs includ­
ing watch and camera repair and cable 
television. Watch and camera repair 
quickly lost their demand and the cable 
television program just didn’t with the 
school’s main focus.
“We teach people to how to make 
so'mething and they learn how to repair 
it by knowing what the components
are,” Stone said.
Classes are kept small, with a maxi­
mum of 12 students per year in the 
bookbinding program. “Learning handi­
craft skills demands a lot of personal 
attention to each student,” Stone said.
In the 10 years that the school has 
offered this program, 120 students have 
graduated and are currently employed 
asarchivists, librarians, antiquariansand/ 
or book conservators. NBSS gradu­
ates are in great demand because there 
aren’t very many people with the re­
quired training for the profession.
Civility advocate speaks up
By Celia O’Brien
JOURNAL STAFF
Tellinglisteners to “stop complaining 
and do something” about the incivility 
found in the world today, Leonard P. 
Zakim, the New England regional di­
rector of the Anti-Defamation League 
spoke March 6 in the C. Walsh Theatre.
As part of a series of lectures spon­
sored by the Lowel 11 nstitute of Boston 
about violence in America, Zakim’s 
speech, entitled “Civility: Taking Per­
sonal Ownership,” focused on the lack 
of civility that he believes is found all 
over the world today.
Sayingthat incivility is found in court­
rooms, newsrooms, classrooms and 
locker rooms al 1 over the Un ited States, 
Zakim lashed out against the hypocrisy 
in people’sattitudes towards civility.
“We salute civility and yet reject it in 
the same breath,” he said.
As part of his job as New England 
regional director of the Anti-Defama­
tion League, Zakim has traveled to 
Poland in order to improve relations 
between Catholics and Jews, and has 
also worked in the Middle East to help 
the world peace process.
Zakim’s speech included remarks 
protesting the action of such public 
figures as Dennis Rodman, the profes­
sional basketball playerwho was caught 
on camera violently kicking a member 
of the press during a game, and David 
Brinkley, who insulted PresidentClinton 
when he thought he was off-camera.
“The issue of civility is reflected in 
our private lives and our public lives,” 
Zakim said. “It’s contributed to by
corporations, institutions and individu­
als. The lack of civility reigns.”
Zakim also focused on the lack of 
civility that occurs between people of 
different races, religions and political 
parties. The tension between these 
people is great, he said, and because of 
this, simply being civil is not going to 
solve these differences.
“Civility can’t ignoredeeply-feltdif- 
ferences of opinion,” he said. “If we 
ignore those things, we’d explode.”
Although he admitted that universal 
love is a far-fetched goal, Zakim pointed 
out that being civil to those that may not 
share the same opinions is still impor­
tant. “Understanding why someone 
thinks differently from you is different 
than accepting what they think differ­
ently,” he said. “Respecting the rights 
to express those views is perhaps dif­
ferent than respecting the views.”
Zakim also spoke out against people 
who choose not to fight inciv i 1 ity. There 
are several ways the ordinary person 
can do to fight against incivility in our 
everyday life, he said.
“You have to take it personally,” he 
told the audience. “We have to make 
the attainment of civility a much more 
personal thing.”
Zakim said that scrutinizing one’s 
own character is a good way to fight 
incivility. He also recommended learn­
ing how to use language carefully. 
“Words of insensitivity hurt,” he said.
It is also important to protest against 
people who choose to tell insensitive 
jokes or stories, Zakim said. “You can 
refuse to laugh,” he said. “You can 
refuse to tolerate intolerance.”
^^remium Law School Education 
Without a Premium Price
For over two decades law school academics have claimed that a law school 
must be expensive to be good, and that it can be good wiflrout teaching 
students the skills they need in practice. These propositions are untrue.
But they have led to a median law school tuition in New England of $17,740 
this year, and to a dearth of courses in practical skills.
MSL illustrates that high quality legal education need not be that expensive and 
should include extensive education in practical skills. At MSL, up to one-half 
the courses you take during your career can be skUls courses if you wish, 
and annual tuition for full time study is $9,000 this year (part time is $7,200).
The difference this makes is that MSL students are paying approximately 
S25,(XX) to $30,(XX) less in tuition during their law school careers, and are much 
better equipped to practice when they graduate.
W(’ itsk you to compare both prices and training. Personally ask schook how many 
practical skilk courses their students realktically can take. Only personal inquiry can 
inahle you to team about courses. And check tuitions at individual schook - you will 
find that MSL's tuition usually k 40% to 60% less than tuitions at other schook.
MSL graduates are eligible to practice law in Vermont, New Hampshire, 
Maine and Massachusetts, as well as CaHfomia and other selected states.
For a catalog or more information, please call 508-681-0800
Massachusetts School of Law
500 Federal Street, Woodland Park, Andover, MA 01810
Visit our video: www.msiaw.edu
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Lucas’ Return of the Jedi gets Special treatment
By Mike Shaw
JOURNAL STAFF
We all know how it ends, but does 
that make it any less exciting?
What began with A New Hope and 
continued with The Empire Strikes Back 
finished up in Return of the Jedi. And, 
as each Special Edition movie has 
done, Jedi surprises it’s audience with 
new footage and enhanced special ef­
fects.
Industrial Light and Magic, Lucas’ 
own special effects company, have 
proven again that they can break all 
barriers and thrill people al over again... 
15 years after the fact. The company 
totally changed two memorable scenes 
from the original Jedi- one in Jabba the 
Hutt’s palace, and the final celebration 
after the Death Star’s destruction.
It is no secret ihdXJedi is the weakest 
of the three5/ar Wars films. Being very 
drama-intensive and getting an unfortu­
nate case of the “cutsies” in the end, it 
tends to bore people a bit in the middle 
while making some cringe.
None of that is a factor during the 
climactic battle sequences though.
Luke Skywalker, having recovered 
from his previous fight with Darth Vader, 
who revealed to him that he was actually 
Luke’s father, Anakin, has gone off on 
a mission to rescue his friend Han Solo 
from Jabba the Hutt, one of the galaxy ’ s 
most notorious gangsters.
While all of this is going on, the Em­
pire and the Rebellion are both marshal­
ing their forces for a final showdown. 
Vader and his master. Emperor Palpatine, 
are setting a trap for the beleaguered
rebels over the small moon of Endor, 
where their new Death Star is near- 
ingcompletion.
All forces eventually converge on 
Endor, and a space battle that has yet 
be rivaled in movie making ensues. 
On the surface of Endor, the rescued 
Han Solo leads a small band of rebel 
commandos in a desperate fight to 
destroy the Death Star’s defense 
system, only to be aided by a tribe of 
teddy bear-like Ewoks.
Inside the Death Star, under the 
malevolent eye of the Emperor him­
self, Luke fights in a desperate duel 
with not only Darth Vader, but with 
the potential for evil within himself.
The entire cast returns for this 
installment, and all give great perfor­
mances. Luke Skywalker (Mark 
Hammil), Princess Leia (Carrie 
Fisher), Han Solo (Harrison Ford), 
Y oda (Frank Oz), Darth V ader (David 
Prowse), Chewbacca (Peter 
Mayhew), R2-D2 (Kenny Baker) and 
C-3PO (Anthony Daniels) all seem 
genuine.
The performances are not perfect 
of course, and the weakest link in the 
cast turns out to be Carrie Fisher, as 
she was in the middle of a drug 
problem at the time of filming. Leia 
seems a bit flat at times, and it’s hard 
to feel for her at times.
Compared to the other movies in 
the trilogy Jedi is more dialogue- 
intense.This presents some problems, 
especially when all of the characters 
are on Endor getting ready for battle. 
UnWko.Empire, where the characters 
were growing and changing, there is
Courtesy of 20th Century Fox
Luke Skywalker (Mark Hamil) and Princess Leia (Carrie Fisher) escape the 
clutches of Jabba the Hutt in Return of the Jedi: Special Edition
little character exploration. In Empire 
Leia and Han were slowing discovering 
that they are in love with each other but 
in Jedi, all of their encounters are re­
duced to routine “mushiness.”
However, the brightest point of the 
film is the development of Darth Vader. 
Throughout the whole film, while Luke 
stmggles with thepotential forevil within 
himself, Vader is being forced to recog­
nize his potential for goodness as Anakin.
While this may seem a bit distracting
to many- after all, the main character of 
this film is supposed to be Luke- it is 
vital to focus on Vader. When the new 
trilogy comes out in another two years, 
it’s entire focus will be on Anakin 
Skywalker. TheStor Wars story will go 
from being about a boy’s rise to hero­
ism, to one man’s fall from grace, his 
experiences, loves and betrayals, and 
his eventual redemption by his son.
But for now we’ll take Return of the 
Jedi as it is. And it’s fabulous.
Lord’s new release, Martian Saints, is out of this world
By Jay Hale
JOURNAL STAFF
of the previous phrases holds true for 
local singer/songwriter Mary Lou 
Lord. The Salem, MA, native has 
People change. Bands change. Styles released an excellent 5-song EP titled 
change. Bands change labels. Only one Martian Saints, but for her, times
are changing.
Mary Lou Lord, who is frequently 
seen playing in subway stations. 
Harvard Square and on a street comer 
on Newbury Street, has gained quite a 
bit of notoriety. Her songs are purely 
folk-pop with a Joni Mitchell influence. 
She has covered such artists as the 
Rolling Stones and Bob Dylan from 
time to time in her performances. How­
ever, through the folk and pop, there is 
a bit of the punk rock spirit in her music.
The title track of Martian Saints is 
one of the more upbeat tunes that Lord 
has recorded. It was written by Nick 
Saloman, who plays guitar on the song 
as well. It has a great melody and guitar 
hooks. “Martian Saints” also has a slick 
radar noise in the background to fit in 
with the topic of the song.
“Salem ‘76,” the only song on the EP 
written by Lord, is about her hometown 
(and my birthplace), the “Witch City.” 
It is a clever acoustic number that 
intensifies as it progresses. “Salem ‘76,” 
no doubt, is a personal song for Lord 
and includes several references to the 
Salem Witch Trials of the early 1690s.
The third track on Martian Saints, 
“I Figured You Out,” is in heavy rota­
tion in Lord’s live performances. The 
song, written by Elliot Smith, is a slow 
acoustic song which allows Lord to 
carry the tune with her powerful and 
beautiful voice.
The last two tracks, “Sunspot Stop­
watch” and “Cinderella Backstreet,” 
are also quiet acoustic tunes which are 
beautifully performed by Lord. Although 
I am more partial to her faster numbers, 
these are types of songs in which she 
really excels.
Martian Saints, which was also 
partially released on shiny green vinyl, 
will be Mary Lou Lord’s final release 
on the Olympia Washington indie label 
Kill Rock Stars. Lord has been affili­
ated with them for a few years and has 
put out three 7 inch records and some 
EPs. She will now move on to the big 
show- the WORK Group, a division of 
Sony Records. I wish'her luck on her 
new endeavor.
If the nice weather holds up, look for 
Mary Lou Lord on a Boston street 
comer near you.
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Lynch’s Highway, lost or found?
By Justin Grieco
JOURNAL STAFF?
Let’s get one thing straight. There is 
a difference between movies that don’t 
make sense due to script problems, 
directing and editing inconsistencies, 
like Mission: Impossible, and films 
that force themselves into the realm of 
the terminally weird and playfully illogi­
cal. The latter category is the select 
class that encompasses the entire ca­
reer of avant-garde director David 
Lynch. If you plan on seeing his new 
film The Lost Highway and are ex­
pecting a typical, even maybe Pulp 
Fiction-y thriller complete with a satis­
fying finale, you are likely to be put off 
by what’s up on the screen. Be warned, 
this is the wild director’s oddest film 
since his 1978 debut Eraserhead.
Most audience members will be se­
riously pissed by the gleefully incoher­
ent nature of The Lost Highway. Few 
select movie-goers, like myself, will 
relish the disorienting, dream-like com­
bination of visual tactics and musical 
soundscapes that is a Lynch film.
Lynch has made some important 
and ground breaking films. Blue Vel­
vet, the acclaimed 1986 thriller was a 
fascinating study of independent cin­
ema. It remains the director’s most 
compelling work as he told a substantial 
story while allowing his twisted fanta­
sies and weird style to leak through.
He is obsessed with the fine line 
between what is real and what isn’t. 
Lynch may have crossed this a long 
time ago when he unleashed his lam­
basted prequel to his beloved television 
show Twin Peaks. The film Twin 
Peaks: Fire Walk with Me betrayed 
fans of the television serial by defying 
not only film conventions but conven­
tional film making. Beyond the muddled 
story tel 1 ing and utter di sregard for audi­
ence sensibilities Lynch is still able to 
get great oddball performances out of 
his cast by supplying them with intrigu­
ing characters stuck in a world not 
much different from your nightmares.
Lynch also has an incredible visual 
style. His movies are jarring contrasts 
of light and dark, retro and modem, and 
the repelling and the inviting. He se­
duces with images; if you let yourself go 
David Lynch movies can be a wonder­
fully hypnotic experience. Through re­
peat viewings his movies become richer 
and, on an individual viewer level, start 
to make topically conversational yet 
fractured sense. Although he attempts 
to break into the mainstream by casting 
bigger stars and utilizing higher profile 
concepts, Lynch’s films will never reach 
beyond a cult audience.
The Lost Highway is no exception 
to the David Lynch rale. On the sur­
face, there are a couple of straight­
forward films lurking beneath all the 
technical visual and audio dazzle. There 
is a brilliantly creepy tale of trust, be­
trayal and adultery, a film-noir parody/ 
throwback, and an unsettling look into 
the human psyche verging on (in)sanity. 
However, this is all linked in very strange 
ways dealing with dreams, the super­
natural, the darkly comic, and the down­
right sleazy and exploitative.
The film begins in a normal, albeit 
slightly off-balance and very ominous 
manner. We are introduced to Fred 
Madison (Bill Pullman) and his morose 
wife Renee (Patricia Arquette). They 
live in a normal looking yet oddly col­
ored apartment. It is Fred and Renee’s 
relationship that seems kind of twisted. 
Fred, is a saxophone player and per­
forms at some seedy clubs. Renee is a
zonked-out sexpot with some very 
weird friends. This is all we know about 
this couple, and Lynch keeps the atmo­
sphere so mysterious that the audience 
is already asking questions.Is Renee 
having an affair?
This question is further heightened 
by the mysterious video cassettes that 
begin to appear on the Madison’s door­
step. The tapes show that someone is 
invading the couples’ privacy, filming 
tlieir house eventually them when they 
are not aware of it.
Lynch takes his time with these ear­
lier scenes and is able to creep out the 
audience without really doing very much. 
When Fred is approached by a white­
faced stranger (Robert Blake) at a 
party who offers him a simple yet chill­
ing dare. The Lost Highway is in full 
Lynchian territory. Suddenly, Fred is 
wandering into secret rooms in his house 
and having some seriously scary dreams. 
It is no surprise when Fred finds himself 
in jail for the rhurder of Renee. Did he 
do it? Is Fred going crazy? Is the whole 
movie a symbolic dream? The audi­
ence barely has time to ask these ques­
tions when suddenly, without warning, 
Fred morphs overnight in his cell into 
Pete Dayton (Balthazar Getty) and 
becomes involved with a gangster’s 
(Robert Loggia) mistress (Arquette in 
another role). This plot has a lot do with 
hot sex, porn films, an eerie hotel, and a 
dark cabin in the desert.
LOST HIGHWAY
continued on page 8
Surrender to the seductive sounds of 
The Lost Highway Soundtrack
Trent Reznor produced the soundtrack to David Lynch’s love-it-or-hate-it 
new film The Lost Highway and like his last soundtrack effort, Oliver Stone’s 
Natural Born Killers, this one is diverse, unpredictable and unsettling.
Lynch’s images work like altering drags for the eyes and Reznor’s sound­
track similarly disorients the aural senses. Together the film and music are 
unforgettable and wired. On its own, the soundtrack is a consistently listenable 
and very “alternative,” well-structured treat.
Off-beat composers Angelo Badalamenti {Twin Peaks) and Barry Adamson 
contribute lots of creepy, atmospheric instrumentals which veer off into a 
number of different styles, while contemporary bands like Smashing Pumpkins 
and Marilyn Manson also appear. The Pumpkins deliver a great psychedelic 
funk of a song called “Eye” and Manson contributes one old song (the slow- 
building “I Put a Spell on You”) and a suitably grimy and spooky yet irresistible 
new track called “Apple of Sodom.” Also mixed into the strange compilation 
is Lou Reed, David Bowie and Reznor himself.
The industrial genius works as himself contributing odd sound effects and as 
his band Nine Inch Nails. NIN delivers the album’s best song called “The 
Perfect Drag.”
Alternately hard, heavy and beautiful, this song sets the tone for the entire 
soundtrack. The music oiThe Lost Highway emits a moody world all its own. 
GRADE: A
Punk’s not dead and here’s why
By Jay Hale
JOURNAL STAFF
Since the concert scene has been 
really slow as of late, I now have plenty 
of time to review the piles of CDs that 
have been amassing in my room.
Of the recently released punk records 
the following are the cream of the crop. 
Most receive about four stars. That 
ain’t too shabby.
Cause For Alarm Cheaters and 
the Cheated (Victory Records). This 
release is what hardcore is all about. 
The album contains driving guitar and 
bass and, in true Victory style, politically 
charged lyrics. Lyrics that are easily 
discernible, unlike many bands in their 
genre today. If you like hardcore that 
comes straight from the heart but doesn ’ t 
preach check out Cause For Alarm and 
support true New York hardcore. ****
Various Artists Hopelessly De­
voted To You (Hopeless Records). 
This is one of the better CD samplers 
out on the market today. Hopeless has 
gathered some of the best punk rockers 
from around the globe and thrown them 
on one release. Some of the best tracks 
are Digger’s “I Want My Hat Back,” 
Funeral Oration’s “I Fall Harder” and
the Bollweevils “Talkpeople.” My ab­
solute favorite is the cover of the Grease 
song “We Go Together.” Check this 
sampler out! ****
Nobodys Short Songs For Short 
Attention Spans (Hopeless Records). 
If you really dig crude and offensive 
punk rock, the Nobodys are where it’s 
at. Short Songs is not for the faint of 
heart. Topics of this release include 
pomo, masturbation, stupid people and 
my favorite, the total annihilation of a 
building full of hippies. Pick it up and 
check out “I’m So Useless,” “Room­
mates,” and “Coffee House Massa­
cre.” They are guaranteed to even 
raise a chuckle out of your grandmother 
... before she faints!
88 Fingers Louie The Dorn Years 
(Fat Wreck Chords) These guys are 
featured on the Hopeless sampler, but 
this 11 song release even overshadows 
their fine contributions on that CD. I 
heard that 88 Fingers Louie broke up 
and if that’s true it’s a big shame. The 
Dom Years has a bit of an Offspring 
sound, but unlike that band, their work 
does not contain the sketchy songs that 
weaken the Offspring’s albums.
From the opening track “In the John” 
to the cover of the Bhopal Stiffs “Not
Just My Head,” this CD is solid. 88 
Fingers Louie also performs a rousing 
cover of the Beatles’ “Help.” Why is it 
that the only time I like Beatles songs is 
when they’re covered by punk bands?
Screw 32 Under the Influence of 
Bad People (Fat Wreck Chords). Punk 
Rock, plain and simple. Screw 32 varies 
from melodic hardcore punk to emo to 
a rougher street style punk and beyond 
from song to song. No matter what they 
do, it’s all good. The track “Broken” is 
my favorite on Under the Influence 
but every one is superb. Check out 
Screw 32 at the Middle East with the 
Queers and the Groovie Goulies on 
March 21. ****
Ten Foot Pole Unleashed (Epi­
taph Records). Emo? Punk Rawk? 
“Nardcore? If you decide to label Ten 
Foot Pole you had better label them as 
good or I will punch you in the face. This 
band and their new release have an 
eclectic style that is hard to describe 
and define, but they rock. Their sound, 
to me, is kind of a blend between 
Sensefield and Down By Law. Get this 
CD and enjoy the tracks “John,” “Re­
gret,” and “ADD,” with relentless fer­
vor. Check your concert listings as
these guys should be on tour shortly.
Various Artists Punk-O-Rama 
Vol. 2 (Epitaph Records). Ladies and 
gentlemen. Epitaph is the embodiment 
of punk, at least on the West Coast. 
This CD is the other great sampler 
floating around the shelves. Punk-O- 
Rama Vol. 2 resumes where its prede­
cessor left off. It effectively promotes 
the high caliber bands of Epitaph and 
pushes some of the lesser known artists 
into the limelight.
The CD has tracks by bands like 
Rancid, NOFX, Bad Religion and other 
big names, but it’s the smaller outfits 
that shine. Pulley’s “Cashed In,” Down 
By Law’s “Gruesome Gary,” and the 
Joykiller’s “Hate” all are terrific and 
hopefully will persuade listeners to buy 
their other records to hear more.
The only thing that keeps Punk-O- 
Rama Vol. 2 from receiving five stars is 
that there are hardly any unreleased 
songs on the CD in comparison to Vol. 
I. However, the hard to find cover of 
B illy Joel’s “Only The Good Die Young” 
by Me First and the Gimmee Gimmees 
is practically worth the price of the 
album by itself. Buy this sampler and 
enjoy!
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Elections, Revolutions and Conclusions
Newspapers were first conceived as tools of popular advo­
cacy, and finally it seems that our very own Suffolk Journal has 
lived up to that birthright. This year’s Student Government 
elections had unprecedented amounts of coverage in the Journal 
and this contributed in no small amount to the record voter 
turnout.
Never before in the history of Suffolk University have so many 
students turned out to select their class representatives, and for 
once some real issues were raised as well. Gone was the talk 
about “best intentions,” and other slogans of political naivite. 
Instead the students were served a steady diet of serious issues 
through Journal reportage of SGA meetings and ultimately as 
part of the candidate’s speeches at the final election debates in 
the Sawyer Cafeteria.
We may not have the largest student body or SGA budget, but 
we must nevertheless choose to become involved in the issues 
that affect us. Since Suffolk has a mostly commuter population 
apathy is rampant and getting heard on campus is hard for any 
student organization, a problem that SGA faces just like anyone 
else. This is where the Suffolk Journal comes in, with continued 
coverage ofcampus events which allow students, someofwhich 
are pressed fortime, to remain involved in and aware ofwhatever 
may be going on at the school.
In fact it is not that the Journal deserves kudos for doing a great 
job, so much as we should have doing more of this all along. In 
order to be a viable campus resource the Journal must cater to 
the interest of the entire student body, and starting with student 
government seems like a logical choice.
While many of us may not even have been aware of the 
phenomenon known as SGA, and some even remain oblivious, 
that entity nevertheless has some influence when it comes to 
dictatinguniversity policy.
Although the ideaofmarchingon 25 Beacon in imitation of that 
now-famous Bastille visit in 1789 may seem quite appealing to 
many of us, it is far more likely to end in a metaphorical 
Tiananmen squareanti-climaxthan in a victorious establishment 
of a socialistic and egalitarian university system.
Therefore it is vital that as many students as possible decide 
to become involved with SGA and other on-campus organiza­
tions. If people want something they are going to have to speak 
out, and short oforganizing an Albanian-style open revolt against 
the university on issues like tuition increases we are forced to 
direct our frustrations through student government.
Conclusively 1 wish to heartily commend those who voted in 
this years elections, as well as the candidates who took part, and 
hope that this is merely the beginning of a steady increase in 
student involvement rather than a fluke brought on by the 
energetic Journal coverage of SGA in the past year.
Moreover, I hope that next year we see a greater number of 
candidates for student government positions and some real 
heavyweight issues raised. The students need to present a united 
front to those in power in order to gain any ground on the number 
of issues we would like to have some say in. Anyone can 
complain about tuition increases, slow elevators, lousy air­
conditioning, tasty cafeteria-food, lack of world peace and any 
other concerns that may pray on our fragile psyches, but it takes 
resolute action and involvement to effect any change. We, the 
students may be the bottom of the university food chain, but the 
big cats at the top will not live long if we are to become extinct. 
Therefore by our very existance we have the power to dictate our 
future, and only by empowering student government can we hope 
for any real progress. With apologies to Vladimir llyitch, 
“undergrads of the world, unite!”
Erlingur Erlingsson
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Is activity fee increase the answer?
Yet again, Suffolk has man­
aged to find another way to 
charge students more.
Without much response 
from the general student body 
Student Government Associa­
tion voted to increase the stu­
dent activity fee by $10 per 
semester. It doesn’t seem like 
much, but what was bought 
for $60 a year will now cost 
$80.
There are four major orga­
nizations on campus which run 
most of the events. Student 
Government Association, 
Council ofPresidents, Program 
Council and Beacon Yearbook.
Every spring each organiza­
tion makes a pitch to the mem­
bers of SGA to increase their 
budget, and are usually sent 
away with a small increase, if 
any.
The problem doesn’t neces­
sarily lie with these organiza­
tions though. The problem is 
with the University’s policy on 
surplus in these accounts. In 
other words, if there is money 
left in the COP budget at the 
end of the school year, it is 
transferred into a savings ac­
count for future use. That use
has yet to be determined.
If this capital account could 
be accessed during the year, 
then PC wouldn’t have to seek 
assistance from COP or other 
organizations to put on the Holi­
day Party.
For as long as COP Chair­
person Greg Lanza can remem-
by Timothy J. Lavallee
ber, COP could get its first 
budget increase.
The Beacon Yearbook could 
buy a camera. SGA could by 
Student Advantage Cards.
With the money that is 
squirreled away, bands could 
play the C. Walsh Theatre to 
larger crowds, instead of the 40 
people at the Trona concert.
All this is wishful thinking 
because good fiscal sense is 
seriously lacking at this Uni­
versity.
Forexample,MarkDiFraia, 
SGA President, and SSOM stu­
dent proposed th is 1 ittle increase. 
He will graduate this May and 
never have to pay the fee in­
crease. He has been trained in 
the art of the deal, and would
have buttered his shoes and 
eaten them if he thought it 
would convince one person that 
the increase was a good thing. 
In fact, many of his main sup­
porters are also seniors.
The resident pork-barrel or­
ganization, Program Council, 
stands to gain everything from 
the increase, too. Instead of 
an across-the-board in­
crease of 30 percent to each 
group’s budget, it is reported 
that PC will get the largest 
increase. That might be enough 
to buy more PC hats, jackets 
and T-shirts with the mem­
bers’ names on them!
Instead of tapping the thou­
sands of dollars in the capital 
account, the students will have 
to pay more to see PC mem­
bers wearing clothes paid for 
with student money.
The message is clear: COP 
will still find creative ways to 
spend its limited budget. Bea­
con Yearbook will be able to 
afford a Kodak disposable cam­
era. And SGA President Mark 
DiFraia, who pulled a fast one 
on the students, won’t be here 
to pay when the increase goes 
into effect next fall.
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Who will save your soul? SGA!
Before they sauntered off to 
vacation, SGA made two bold 
proposals that will make Suf­
folk University about 1000% 
better.
Check it out. We soon will 
all be card-carrying members 
of Suffolk University! Yes, as 
if your diploma was not a good 
enough reason to attend this 
dump, SGA will soon issue Stu­
dent Advantage Cards. These 
cards will get you discounts 
and services from neighboring 
businesses! Present your Stu­
dent Saver Card and here’s 
what you can expect:
• 30% off your second trip to 
the bathroom at the Red Hat!
• Buy a gyro at the Derne St. 
Deli,get45secondsofparking 
on Derne St.!
• Wait in line an extra three 
hours at the Department of
Motor Vehicles (Nashua St. 
only!)
• Dance with that crazy 
Crunch & Munch guy at the 
FleetCenter!
• A D- turns to D on your 
next English exam!
• Your name will momen­
tarily appear above JIM on NHL 
Open Ice.
• Blue Lace Escort service 
gives you half off your next 
“therapy session!”
• President Sargent will 
give you a free ride to Suf­
folk (I mean, if he’s going that 
way!)
This special treatment is 
long, long overdue. Now we 
can feel good about going to 
Suffolk, even though we’ve 
spent all our money and have 
no future.
Your resume may be a nap-
In case you hadn’t heard, 
yesterday, the state’s Supreme 
Judicial Court ruled thataMas- 
sachusetts law that has been in 
effect since 1980 was uncon­
stitutional.
What was that law? Well, it 
was a little addendum to the 
State’s abortion laws. You see, 
lawmakers back in the late 
1970’s figured that it m ight be a 
good idea to make all young 
teenage girls get both parent’s 
approval before they can have 
an abortion.
But now we’re to believe 
that that requirement “puts an 
unnecessary burden on a young 
woman’s constitutional rights.”
Now, all a 13 year old girl 
has to do is get one parent’s 
approval; or, if 
they don’t like 
either of their by Mike Shaw
parents, a girl can simply ask a 
judge for permission.
First off, 1 don’t happen to 
like abortion all that much. But 
I realize that my opinion doesn’t 
really amount to much in this 
arena, simply because I’m not 
the one who has to go through 
with the pregnancy. So, right­
fully, I’m all for a woman’s 
right to choose.
But when I say a “woman’s 
right to choose,” I mean a 
woman, not a little girl.
Now many might say that a 
child only needs one adult to 
help her through a tough deci­
sion like having an abortion. 
But I disagree. When a young 
■ girl is lucky enough to have two 
parents in her house, she should 
be making full use of their ad­
vice and -at least relative- wis­
dom. Not to mention the fact 
that both parents have the right 
to evaluate a situation such as 
pregnancy in their daughter’s 
life.
If a young girl doesn’t hap­
pen to like one of her parents.
orsimplydoesn’tfeel comfort­
able with talking to them, then 
they can be left completely out 
of the loop. But at the point 
where abortion is an option in a 
youngteenagergirl’s life, com­
fort talking to her parents real ly 
isn’tan important issue. Ifthe)^ 
were comfortable enough to 
make the decision to have sex, 
then they best be comfortable 
with discussing the ramifica­
tions with ^or/ioftheir parents.
Then there is that little bit at 
the end of the law that says a 
girl doesn’t even have to get 
either of her parent’s permis­
sion, so long as a judge ap­
proves it.
Now call.me crazy, but if 
abortion activists wantthe gov­
ernment to stay 
outofmakingthe 
decision about a 
woman having 
an abortion, then how could 
they support a measure that 
would basically allow a young 
woman to have her case de­
cided upon by a judge who sits 
on a bench?
And these aren’t trivialities 
that we’re talking about here, 
either. Were talking about ba­
bies having babies and the lack 
of parental input on the situa­
tion.
Of course, parents should 
be doing their best to talk with 
kids about sex and the schools 
should be doing more to edu­
cate young people about the 
consequences of having sex 
before they are ready. But af­
ter the fact, when it’s too late to 
go back and fix what went 
wrong, parents should have the 
absolute rightto be involved in 
the decision-making process. 
And ch i Idren shou Id be requ ired 
to involve them.
And then we should al I stand 
back and let them make up 
their own minds.
kin, but at least you ’ ve got your 
card!
Don’t leave the Fenton 
Lounge without it. ■'
Last, but not really least, 
SGA is going to give you some 
money.
Want a computer? Owe Dis­
cover Card your firstborn? 
Well Daddy Suffolkbucks is 
gonna float you a little cash.
by Jim Behrle
One is better than none
Surf the web now, figure out 
how to pay for it later. .
I agree with SGA. Just be­
cause Guido and Zeppo from 
American Express are looking 
for you doesn’t mean that you 
shouldn’t have your very own 
PC.
Some of us aren’t spoiled 
enough to have the latest tech­
nology, and we shouldn’t have 
to deal with the mist of stink 
that hangs about the Fenton 
computer lab.
Wouldn’t you rather be at 
home then at Suffolk? I mean, 
this place is scary. You should 
be ableto e-mail inyourhome- 
work and download pictures of 
your professors without ever
leavingyourfilthyfuton. Soon 
a Suffolk degree will be given 
out on disc and graduation will 
be in the virtual Wang Center.
And we’ll all be there! Be­
cause Crazy Uncle SGA is just 
giving them away!
Their prices are INSANE!! 
I know that everyone here is 
up to date with their student 
loans. I sure am. That’s why 
SGA trusts us to pay back 
our loan before graduation.
The best part is, if we 
don’t pay the computer 
people back Suffolk University 
will foot the bill. Yes! Your 
computer loan is GUARAN­
TEED! Skip out on your fiscal 
responsibi 1 ities and the students 
you leave behind will have it 
come right out of their tuition! 
No wonder it’s going up, be­
cause I’m sure that a couple 
students will fall through the 
cracks and not be able to pay. 
Oracoupledozen. Ora couple 
hundred!
Kiss your cash good-bye 
while some squelcher is down­
loading naked Al icia Si 1 verstone 
and sending scripts to the X- 
File home page.
Now that’s the college ex­
perience foryou! Getting com­
pletely run over for other 
people’s debts.
Thank you, SGA. I know 
that some times I write that you 
are dim-witted, bipolar bureau­
crats who couldn’t find their 
own hands with a map.
But what can I say? I was 
wrong. Dead wrong. Wrong 
daddy wrong.
Support your SGA, Suffolk- 
ians! Theybringgoodthingsto 
life.
By spending a ton of your 
money, that is!
Apology
I made a serious error in 
calculation in the article that 
appeared in the February 
26th edition of the Suffolk 
Journal. This is something 
I deeply regret.
I reported that it takes 
three Suffolk full-time stu­
dents’full year’stuitionjust 
to pay President Sargent’s 
yearly salary. Because of 
my poormath skills, I made 
a mistake.
It actual ly takes about 3 0 
students’tuition.
Sorry for the error.
Messengers or terriorists?
Blond hair. Red hair. Neon. 
Spandex. Backpack. Ten speed 
two whee lers that 1 ook 1 ike they 
could fall apart any minute. 
Welcome to the world of bike 
couriers.
These anti-pedestrian, anti­
car rebels risk life and death 
every time theiremployer sends 
them on a $6.50 an hour mis­
sion through the treacherous 
streets of America’s metro­
politan areas. Dotheydoitfor 
the money? For the exercise? 
For the danger?
No. None of these reasons.
The secret society of bike 
messengers are born for one 
purpose and one purpose only: 
TO SCARE THE (BLEEP) 
OUT OF PEDESTRIANS.
That’s right. They use the 
job as an excuse to frighten the 
hell out of people who have let 
their guard down after making 
it across busy intersections. As 
if citizens don’t have enough to 
worry about every time they 
take to the city’s streets, now 
we must remain extra wary of 
these testosterone depleted so­
ciopaths whose only pleasure 
in life arises from seeing just 
how close they can get to us 
without actually ramming the 
handlebars directly into our 
groins.
Bike messengers are not 
products oftheirenviromnent, 
they are DNA mutations who 
are born without a safety chro­
mosome They are the same 
kids who had the monster big 
wheels with the hand brake 
while the rest of us had the 
cheap red ones and had to rely 
on the archaic Flintstone
by Chris Leone
method of stopping. While 1 
was happy pedaling along at 5 
miles an hour with training 
wheels, a bell and a basket, 
they were popping wheelies 
around me on their new 
Huffies. While I gasp for breath 
on the stationary bike after 10 
minutes, these lunatics haven’t 
broken a sweat after 10 miles 
ofweavinginandoutoftraffic.
According to Planned Parentood, 
99.98% of all young teenage girls who 
went before a judge were granted per­
mission for an abortion without the 
consent of either parent
Source: WHDH
and up and down hills.
If you notice on the streets, 
messengers on ly talk with other 
messengers. My theory is that 
they are all comparing heart 
attack victims, speaking in rev­
erence about their hallowed 
guru: Puck from the Real World, 
and plotting out their next at­
tack on some unsuspecting 
slob.
Maybe 1 am being too harsh 
in wishing that their streets in 
hell be forever lined with 
cobblestones. For years, these 
daredevils shouldered the re­
sponsibi I ity ofdel ivering impor­
tant business documents in a 
timely fashion. If Ex-Red Sox 
owner Buddy Leroux had used 
a bike courier, Carlton Fisk m ight 
have retired in Boston.
However, in today’s com­
munication-crazed world of e­
mails, cellulartelephones, and 
fax machines, the best days of 
bike messengers may be be­
hind them. They may just be­
come another victim of corpo­
rate downsizing and of a soci­
ety that has placed its future on 
technological, rather than in­
terpersonal, contact. They 
could end up as the dinosaur of 
the business world, and fall by 
the way of door to door sales­
man and beta machines.
Call me sentimental, but I 
fear my children may never 
know the feel ing of terror asso­
ciated with the sight of a sui­
cidal, kamikaze, spandex-clad, 
maniac. Truly...a pity.
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Summer will be here sooner than you think
By Betsy McDowell
CAREER SERVICES
There’s only half a semester left 
before we hit the long summer break 
and with the recent late February thaw, 
we were reminded that summer is not 
really that far off.
For most Suffolk students, that means 
working full-time to save for next fall’s 
tuition bills, while for Seniors, it means 
you only have a few months and then 
you have to enter the “real world”!
One of the most valuable ways for 
you to make the money you need is to 
spend the summer working in a setting 
that will enhance your resume with 
career related work experience.
While it’s true that any kind of work 
experience will benefit your future job 
and graduate school prospects, experi­
ence in a professional setting related to 
your major and your future career aspi­
rations can be the key to beating out the 
competition when you graduate. It is a 
BIG advantage to do it while you’ re still 
in school instead.
Obviously there are many ways to 
acquire career related experience. 
Sometimes there’s a friend or family 
member who can give you the connec­
tions you need to land a professional or 
pre-professional job while still in school. 
Sometimes it’s a matter of being bold 
and striking out on your own, develop­
ing a connection with an employer 
through the Alumni Career Advisory
Network (a listing of over 600 Suffolk 
alumni who have volunteered to be 
career resources for Suffolk students - 
available in the Career Services Of­
fice) or through following up on busi­
ness journal article or directory listing.
One of the most promising ways to 
get career-related job experience is co­
operative education. Suffolk’s flexible 
program allows for a variety of differ­
ent arrangements with employers.
For summer employment, full-time 
opportunities are predominant (there 
are part-time options for those taking 
summer classes). The requirements for 
coop eligibility are a GPA of 2.5 or 
above and the completion of the fresh­
man year (or of one complete semester 
for transfer students).
As luck would have it, a great way 
for you to begin to explore coop oppor­
tunities for the summer is coming up just 
after spring break. The annual JOB 
FAIR for summer jobs will be from 
12:00-2:00 p.m. in the Ridgeway Gym 
on March 27. It provides you with the 
chance to explore a number of different 
options in one setting.
If you’re not sure how to present 
yourself effectively at the fair, plan to 
attend the Job Fair Orientation on March 
20 from 1-2:30 p.m. in Sawyer 521.
Finally, for seniors thinking about 
what’s next for you, keep in mind that 
the Suffolk University Job Fair will be 
held in the Ridgeway Gym on April 10 
from 6:00-8:00 p.m.
Lynch travels The Lost Highway
□ Continued from page 5
Welcome to David Lynch land. I 
think The Lost Highway can be figured 
out, although Lynch may not want it to 
be. He typically leaves his mysteries 
unsolved (he was angered when the 
networks forced him to solve the “Who 
killed Laura Palmer?” mystery of Twin 
Peaks) and open ended.
The Lost Highway requires patience 
and most audience members will throw 
up their hands in frustration. When 
Marilyn Manson screams on the film’s 
soundtrack, “This is something you can 
never eat,” it figuratively is. The line 
works as a metaphor for the film. The 
Lost Highway is an ingenious collage 
of symbolic interaction that we will 
probably never be able to consume as a 
digestible piece of art.
Lynch keeps the viewer in anticipa­
tion of what is going to happen next and
even though none of this is believable. 
The Lost Highway remains edgy and 
captivating. Viewers wait in excite­
ment of the film possibly coming to- 
getherinacohesivewhole. Even though 
you know it never will.
Lynch wants his viewers to experi­
ence altered states and he does his job 
masterfully yet defiantly. Cameos by 
the likes of Mink Stole, Henry Rollins, 
Richard Pryor, and Marilyn Manson 
help keep the film hip and the pop 
culture references abundant.
Conventionally speaking, the narra­
tive of The Lost Highway is a mess but 
the visual energy and inspired perfor­
mances will keep more adventurous 
film-goers from taking a detour off this 
wicked ride. So here’s a final comment 
to match the movie’s inconclusive na­
ture. I loved The Lost Highway but I’m 
not necessarily recommending it. 
GRADE: A-
mSTAm CREDIT
To prepare for that job fair, a work­
shop will be held on April 3 from 1-2:30 
p.m. in Sawyer 708.
The spring semester always flies by. 
A little planning now can really make a 
difference for your future!!
The future of the criminal justice system
By Leann L. Baldwin
SPECIAL TO THE JOURNAL
“If it is not justice to the people 
involved, it is not justice.” This is the 
theme behind restorative justice ac­
cording to Andrew Klein, who spoke at 
Suffolk University Feb. 25. Restorative 
justice includes the community in deal­
ing with crime and was introduced by 
Barbara Hildt, moderator of the pro­
gram, as the hot new topic on how to 
deal with the overcrowding in the crimi­
nal justice system today.
The restorative justice program is 
the first in a series to promote the new 
Master of Science in Criminal Justice 
offered at Suffolk. The program con­
sisted of three speakers: John Gorczyk, 
commissioner of corrections in Ver­
mont; William D. O’Leary, commis­
sioner of the Department of Youth 
Services in Massachusetts; and An­
drew Klein, chief probation officer at 
the Quincy District Court. They spoke 
to an audience of criminal justice stu­
dents, probation officers, professors, 
criminologists and social workers for 
two hours.
Gorczyk spoke about the restorative 
justice program that has been intro­
duced in Vermont. Gorczyk said the 
traditional response to crime, “retribu­
tion” which was introduced in 1056 by 
William the Conqueror, is not effective 
and results in repeat offending by non­
violent, first-time offenders. Gorczyk 
said retribution needs to be replaced 
with a restorative response.
Gorczyk asked his constituents what 
they wanted from the criminal justice 
system; he said their answer was, 
“safety, accountability, repair, fair treat­
ment, involvement of the community, 
and assurance of quality and efficiency.” 
Gorczyk answered them by creating a 
probation program that involves the 
community in deciding sentencing fir 
nonviolent crimes. Offenders in the 
program paint churches, write letters of 
apology in the paper and work in the 
stores that they robbed, “the commu­
nity is creative,” Gorczyk said.
O’Leary sees the theme of restor­
ative justice as “one of community.” 
O’Leary deals with juvenile crime in 
Massachusetts and says it is ahead of
many states in dealing with at-risk 
youths. In Boston the Violence Tack 
Force goes into communities to deal 
with murder and gun violence and has 
spawned other developments such as 
community restoration, job development 
programs and substance abuse pro­
grams as ways to deal with troubled 
teenagers. O’Leary says these steps 
are working more effectively than in­
carceration.
The purpose behind restorative jus­
tice for youth offenders is to “use com­
munity services to incapacitate youths 
during at-risk times of the day without 
incarceration,” O’Leary states. Incar­
cerated juveniles eventually return to 
the communities, and therefore O’Leary 
stresses, it is up to the criminal justice 
system to get them back to the commu­
nity in a productive way.
According to Klein, “Massachusetts 
is largely missing the boat” by not em­
bracing restorative justice. Klein says 
that offenders have little understanding 
or connection to what they stole be­
cause “they haven’t worked to earn it in 
the first place.” Klein states that through 
restorative justice, “offenders become 
employed, learn life-skills and under­
stand what they did wrong.”
Klein spelled out what it is necessary 
for the criminal justice system to adopt 
“real restorative justice” programs: rely 
less on the paraphernalia of the courts; 
mandatory restitution to the victim; pay 
back interest on the amount of the time 
the victim was without money; preoc­
cupation of victim and offender safety; 
the right of the victim to be involved in 
the system, not just as a witnesses; 
allow the victim to have a say in the 
system; and create a criminal justice 
system that is community oriented.
The audience asked Gorczyk sev­
eral questions regarding his program in 
Vermont. “We developed a process on 
community service with the offender 
adding to the community. The process 
creates a positive outlook for victims,” 
Gorczyk said.
The next program in the series, “Re­
thinking Crime and Punishment,” will 
be Tuesday April 1, from 1-2:30 p.m. in 
Sawyer 938. It will spotlight Peter 
Elikman, author of “The Tough on Crime 
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Ask SAL
Are you clueless about how to solve a problem? Do you have 
questions and don’t know who or where to ask? Contact SAL at 573­
8798 or by e-mail at sal@admin.suffolk.edu!
SAL will listen to your concern and help you resolve it. Hours of 
operation are: Mon.- Thurs. 9am - 7pm Fri. 9am - 5pm ■
Dear SAL: Why aren’t students informed about administrative 
deadlines, Add/Drop, Registration, Financial Aid?
Dear Student: There are many resources that are intended to keep you 
informed. The first eight pages of the Suffolk University Course Bulletin 
printed for each semester are solely dedicated to conveying deadlines and 
important dates. This publication is available in the Registrar’s Office so pick 
one up and keep it handy.
If the information you need is not in the semester Course Bulletin, you may 
always find the phone number or name or the office you need. Detailed 
information on all aspects of Suffolk University can also be found in the 
University catalog. Catalogs are available in the Admissions Office, the 
Dean’s Office of the Sawyer School of Management and the Deans’ office of 
the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences.
Most offices also mail brochures and pamphlets to students. For example, 
the Financial Aid Office publishes a brochure called “Everything you need 
to know about your award letter” and mails it to each recipient with their 
award letter. The Registrar’s Office also mails reminder postcards regarding 
late registration, graduation, packet pick-ups, etc.
Important information may be found as well in the Student Services 
Handbook, on the TV Monitors throughout campus and on monthly “Tip” 
cards mailed directly to your home. Information is always available to you, but 
sometimes you may have to seek it out. If you still don’t know something 
contact SAL, the Student Advisory Line.
Dear SAL: Why is alcohol not allowed in the residence hall for 
students 21 and over?
Why must the Residence Life Staff be so strict with us?
Dear Student: The present alcohol policy in the residence hall reflects the 
fact that over 80% of the residents are under 21 years of age. It would be 
extremely difficultto managetwodifferentalcoholpolicies in one building. The 
ultimate goal of the Residence Life staff is to provide an environment which is 
safe and fosters academ ic and intellectual development of students. To provide 
such an environment, policies which govern the behavior of everyone in the 
community are necessary. Dealing with policy violations is definitely not the 
favorite part of the Residence Life staffs job but upholding and enforcing 
policies are necessary to provide a safe environment.
Dear SAL: Why were we promised a fitness center in the residence 
hall and are not getting one? Will there be one built in the near furture?
Dear Student: The plan for the residence hall included an “exercise” 
center, which would offer aerobic classes and group exercise programs. A 
padded floor was recently added to the designated residence hall room overthe 
semester break. In the future, as the budget allows, it is possible that a limited 
number of low risk aerobics equipment such as bicycles and treadmills may be 
added. We have had inquiries about donated equipment and we are pursuing 
some of those options. The designated room, however, will not be a full fledged 
“fitness” center. The University has a fitness center located in the Ridgeway 
Building on the second floor.
Dear SAL: I’ve heard that other campuses offer discounts on
student MBTA passes. Why is this not offered at Suffolk?
Dear Student: The MBTA currently offers the semester pass at many 
campus bookstores throughout Boston. The special pass offers students an 
11 % discount on MBTA fares. Here’s the catch, you must pay for the entire 
pass (approximately 4 months of travel) in advance in order to obtain the 
discount. Suffolk has researched whether to offer this program but initial 
impressions were that the sum of money up front was to great and the savings 
too minimal, to be helpful to Suffolk students. However, the program is being 
reconsidered so if your still interested, be sure to complete a student input 
survey to be distributed in the Sawyer Cafeteria soon.
Tournament prepares students for nationals
Q continued from page 1
Suffolk Journal has a 
place for your ads, give 
us a call (a). 573-8323
Novice debater Leann Baldwin took 
second place in debate and Gabriela 
Portillo Mazal took third at the tourna­
ment. First place went to Sarah Wood 
from Bridgewater State University.
“I was very happy to that I finally 
made it to a final round, especially 
because it was my birthday and I am a 
former Plymouth student,” Baldwin said. 
“I was pleased that we did so well as a 
team.”
Senior Vickey Whelan took second 
place in impromptu speaking, third in 
After Dinner Speaking (ADS) and re­
ceived a special award for a graduating 
senior who has competed in Lincoln- 
Douglas debate for four consecutive 
years.
“I was pleased to do well in the 
individual events as this is a new area 
for me,” Whelan said.
Victor Pap III took third place in 
impromptu, fourth place in ADS and 
fifth place in prose interpretation. Sonia 
Ruas took third in poetry interpretation.
“It was a great way to end our pre­
season tournaments. It was wonderful 
to see people doing so well in their non- 
traditional events,” Suffolk Director of 
Forensics Vicki Karns said. “Apart 
from Vickey [Whelan], all the team are 
novices, while the other school all had 
varsity members competing.”
The tournament was different from 
previous years because it included “lots 
ofschoolsthathaven’ttraditionallybeen 
at the New England Championship or 
with new programs,” Karns said. “It 
was also great to see that Suffolk com­
petitors stay active after graduation, 
and as alumni, come backtojudge in the 
tournaments.”
The tournament was si ightly smal ler 
than previous years with 10 school at­
tending.
“I enjoyed the fact that it was small 
because it was tranquil, not as stress­
ful,” Baldwin said. “This was extremely 
helpful and encouraging after going 














The Office of Financial 
Aid would like to remind 
all graduate students the 
1997-98 Aid Application 
deadline is April L Call 
us at (617) 573-8470 if 
you need an application 
packet
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Lpply Yourself!
This is the last call for undergraduates interested in helping 
welcome new students to Suffolk! Pick up your application 
today from the Student Activities Office at 28 Derne St!
■ Orientation Leaders due Friday, 3/21
■ Orientation/Scheduling Scholars due Tuesday, 4/1 
Must have a 2.8 GPA to apply.
Information Sessions:
Monday, 3/24, 3pm, Sawyer 308
Wednesday, 3/26, 1pm, -









UNPORTUNATELY, TfflS IS 
WHERE PEOPLE ARE PUTTING TOO 
MANY RETIREMENT DOLLARS.
Every year, a lot of people make a hugemistake on their taxes. They wind up send­
ing Uncle Sam money they could be saving for 
retirement.
Fortunately, that’s a mistake you can 
avoid with SRAs—tax-deferred annuities from 
TIAA-CREF. SRAs not only ease your current 
tax bite, they offer an easy way to build retirement 
income —especially for the "extras" that your 
pension and Social Security' benefits may not 
cover. Because your contributions are made in
before-tax dollars, you pay less in taxes now. And 
since earnings on your SRAs are tax deferred, your 
mone^' works even harder for you.
What else do SRAs offer? The investment 
choice, ttexibilit)', and expertise of TIAA-CREF— 
Americas foremost retirement organization.
Why write off the chance for a more reward­
ing retirement? Stop by^'our benefits office 
or call us at 1 800 842-2888 and find out how 
TIAA-CREF SRAs can help you enjoy many 
happy returns.
im
Visit us on the Internet at wtvtv.tiaa-cref.org
Ensuring the future 
for those who shape it.”
\
CRKK teriiliiaiesdre ilisiribuied In T! A.^•CRI^F Imtn itfu.il ant! Instiiuiional Sen kes. Inc. For more compleie inlormation. Including charges and e.xpentes. 
tall i 8008-)2-2/33. ctlension jjO*>, lor a current CRKF prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully bcl’orevou intett or send money. Dale ol lirst use: 2A)~ y'
Plan Ahead!!! Spend your upcoming 
vacation time earning up to $1450 par­
ticipating in an 11 or 16 day full-time 
drug-free sleep research study at Brigham 
& Women’s Hospital. We are seeking 
qualified MEN ages 18 to 30 only. 
Study requires three week preparation 
period. Call Gail now at: 617-732-8093.
HELP WANTED
Men/Women earn $480 weekly as­
sembling circuit boards/electronic 
components at home. Experience 
unnecessary, will train. Immediate 
openings in your local area.
Call 1-520-680-7891 EXT. C200
• Largest Student Travel Planner
on East Coast looking for Campus
• Rep to promote Kodak SPRING
• BREAK trips. “Guaranteed” lowest 
, package prices and best incentives. 
•You handle the sales... we handle
• the bookkeeping. Cancun, Nassau,
• Jamaica, S. Padre, Orlando & Key 
West. EARN BIG $$$ AND/OR
^FREE TRIP(S) ... GREAT FOR
• RESUME!!! Call 1-800-222-4432.
Have something to sell? 
Try the Journal 
classifieds.
$ 1.50per line, $7.50 minimum 
for info call 573-8323
Seeking Fianandal Aid 
Don’t limit your possibilities for 
financial aid!
Student Financial Services pro­
files over 200,0004- 
individual awards from private & 
public sectors.
Call: 1-800-263-6495 ext. 
F50231
(We are a research & publishing 
company)
Wanted !!!
Individuals, Student Organizations and 
Small Groups to promote
SPRING BREAK TRIPS.
Earn MONEY and FREE TRIPS. 
CALL THE NATION’S LEADER, 
INTER-CAMPUS PROGRAMS 
http: //WWW. iept. com 
1-800-327-6013
HCHC* free trips & CASH
Find out how hundreds of student repre­
sentatives are already earning FREE 
TRIPS and LOTS OF CASH with 
America’s # 1 Spring Break company! Sell 
only 15 trips and travel free! Cancun, 
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica or Florida! 
CAMPUS MANAGER POSITIONS 
ALSO AVAILABLE. Call Now! 
TAKEABREAKSTUDENTTRAVEL 
(800) 95-BREAK!
*** Spring Break ‘97 ***
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, 
Key West, South Padre, 
Margarita, Panama City, 
Daytona! Free “Meals & 
Drinks Package for Deposits 
Received by December 20! 
Group Discounts for 8 or More! 
Tropical Tours Inc. @ 
1-800-931-8687
HIRING;
Part/Full time-Flex. Hrs. 
Firehouse Ice Cream 
South Station - Call Mgr. Sue 
after 2pm M - F 
443-0500.
r
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Suffolk University's Calendar of Events 
For the Week of March 19-26, 1997
Wednesday, March 19
Wed. night classes canceled, Mon. 
night classes meet to makeup for 
holiday.
Chemistry 112 Study Group 
Sawyer430 10:00 - 11:00 AM
Women in Leadership Brunch 
Sawyer 521 11:00 AM
Accounting 202 Study Group 
Sawyer430 11:00 -12:00 PM
Organic Chemistry 212 Study Gr. 
Sawyer430 12:00 -1:00 PM
Accounting 201 Tutor Group 
Fenton 603 1:00 -2:00 PM
Intro to Physical Science 102 
Study Group
BLC 1:00 PM-2:00 PM
MicroEconomics211 Study Group 
Sawyer 430 1:00-2:00 PM
Men’s Baseball vs. Stonehill 
Stonehill 3:00 PM
Accounting 202 Study Group 
Sawyer 430 5:30-6:30 PM
Thursday, March 20
3rd Annual Health & Wellness Fair 
Ridgeway Gym 11:00 - 3:00 PM
Macroeconomics 212 Study Group 
Sawyer 430 11:30- 12:45 PM
TheSokal Hoax: The Relationship 
Between the Sciences & the Hu 
manitiesMunceConf.Room 1:00
Accounting 322 Study Group 
Sawyer 426 1:00 -2:00 PM
Chemistry 112 Study Group 
Sawyer 430 1:00 -2:00 PM
Intro to Physical Science 102 Study 
Group Sawyer423 1:00-2:00PM
MicroEconomics211 Study Group 
Sawyer428 1:00 -2:00 PM
Organic Chemistry 212 
Study Group
Archer 631 1:00 -2:00 PM
Statistics 250 Study Group 
Sawyer 1108 1:00 -2:1’5PM
English Department Meeting 
Fenton 637 1:00 -2:30 PM
Alpha Phi Omega Meeting 
Fenton 603 1:00 - 2:30 PM
Beta Alpha Psi Meeting 
Sawyer 421 1:00 -2:30 PM
Council of Presidents Meeting 
Sawyer 921 1:00 -2:30 PM
Humanities Department Activities 
Fenton 438 1:00-2:30 PM
Job Fair Prep Workshop 
Sawyer 521 1:00 -2:30 PM
WSFR Meeting
Fenton 430 A 1:00 -2:30 PM
Men’s Baseball vs. Gordon 
Gordon 3:00 PM
Friday, March 21
Cultural Unity Week March 21-29
MBA Day classes meet to makeup 
for holiday
Orientation Leader Appl ications Due 
Student Activities
Student Orientation Scholar Staff 
Nominations Due
Intro to Physical Science 102 
Study Group
Sawyer 430 1:00-2:00 PM
Statistics 250 Study Group 
Sawyer 430 2:00 -3:00 PM
Black Student Union Movie 
Sawyer 521 3:00 PM
CASA/HASA Spring Fashion Show 
C. Walsh Theatre 7:00-10:00 PM
Multicultural Ratskellar 
Sawyer Cafe 8:00 PM
Saturday, March 22
EMBA Spring Term Begins
Undergraduate Information Session 
10:00 AM
Men’s Varsity Tennis vs. Gordon 
College HOME 12:00 PM
Women’s Softball vs. Simmons — 
Double Header HOME 12:00 PM
John Mellencamp Concert 
Orphemium Theatre 8:00 PM
Sunday, March 23
Palm Sunday
Men’s Baseball Double Header vs. 
Salem State AWAY 12:00 PM
Intro to Physical Science 102 Study 
Group
Sawyer 430 6:00 - 8:00 PM
Monday, March 24
International Fair
Sawyer Lobby 10:00 AM
MicroEconomics211 StudyGroup 
Sawyer430 11:00 -12:00 PM
Accounting 202 Study Group 
Sawyer430 12:00 - 1:00 PM
Accounting 201 Tutor Group 
Fenton 603 1:00 -2:00 PM
Chemistry 112 Study Group 
Sawyer 430 1:00-2:00 PM
MacroEconomics212 Study Group 
Sawyer 1125 2:00 -3:00 PM
Accounting 322 Study Group 
Sawyer430 2:15 -3:30 PM
Women’s Softball vs. Regis 
Regis 4:00 PM
SSOM & CLAS Grad. Info. Session 
CMD Conf 5:30 - 7:00 PM
Pajama Party with Wendy Fox 
Residence Hall Lounge 7:00 PM
Tuesday, March 25
Statistics 250 Study Group 
Sawyer430 10:00 -11:30 AM
Clothesline Project—sponsored by 
Women’s Center
Fenton Lounge 10:00 - 4:00 PM
Communication inthe Family Train­
ing Program VP Conference Room 
12:30 PM- 1:30 PM
PLUS Luncheon - liberal arts 
careers
CMD Conference Room 1:00 PM
Accounting 202 Study Group 
Sawyer 430 1:00 -2:00 PM
Accounting 322 Study Group 
Sawyer 426 1:00 -2:00 PM
Organ ic Chem istry 212 Study Group 
Archer 631 1:00 -2:00 PM
MacroEconomics 212 Study Group 
Sawyer 428 1:00-2:15 PM
Arts & Humanities Meeting 
Fenton 430A&B 1:00-2:30 PM
Beta Alpha Psi Meeting 
Sawyer 927 1:00 - 2:30 PM
Black Student Union Meeting 
Sawyer 921 1:00 -2:30 PM
Cultural Diversity Summit Discus­
sion & Film
Sawyer 921 1:00 -2:30 PM
English Department Meeting 
Fenton 637 1:00 -2:30 PM
Humanities Department Activities 
Fenton 438 1:00-2:30 PM
Program Council Meeting 
Fenton 438 1:00 -2:30 PM
Student Government Meeting 
Sawyer 421 1:00 -2:30 PM
Men’s Baseball vs. Brandeis 
Brandeis University 3:00 PM
Women’s Softball vs.Lesley College 
Lesley College 4:00 PM
Anxiety Disorders Screening Day 
Res. Hall 2nd Floor Lounge 
6:30 PM
Wednesday, March 26
Chemistry 112 Study Group 
Sawyer 430 10:00-11:00 AM
Accounting 202 Study Group 
Sawyer430 11:00 -12:00 PM
Organic Chem istry 212 Study Group 
Sawyer430 12:00 -1:00 PM
Accounting 201 Tutor Group 
Fenton 603 1:00 2:00 PM
Intro to Physical Science 102 
StudyGroup
BLC 1:00 -2:00 PM
MicroEconomics211 StudyGroup 
Sawyer 430 1:00 -2:00 PM
Men’s Baseball vs. Nicholas 
College AWAY 3:30 PM .
Accounting 202 Study Group 
Sawyer 430 5:30 -6:30 PM
Gospel Night
Old West Church 131 Cambridge St 
7:30 - 9:30 PM
lr%,.
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Ed Leyden, head coach of Suffolk’s 
women’s basketball team was named 
the Greater Northeast Athletic 
Conference’s Coach of the Year.
Leyden has been twice named Coach 
of the Year by The Massachusetts 
Basketball Coaches Association, and is 
a three time recipient of the Greater 
Boston League Coach of the Year title.
The women’s team had the best 
winning percentage this season in the 
university’s history. The Rams have 
qualified for post season play for the 
second year in a row. Leyden feels the 
women played hard in Hartford and the 
team had an outstanding season.
Leyden previously served as an in­
terim coach at Tuft’s University. Be­
fore coming to Suffolk, Leyden was a 
varsity coach at Reading and Revere 
High School.
As well as coaching, Leyden is a
high school umpire and a past president 
of the New England Umpires Associa­
tion.
Suffolk University would like to con­
gratulate Coach Leyden for his accom­
plishments and looks forward to next 
season.
^ H* 4*
Amanda Markowski, captain of the 
women basketball team, was named to 
the GNAC ALL-STAR second team. 
The talented point guard was named to 
the all star team after an outstanding 
season with the Rams. Markowski led 
the Rams in assists with 93 and also 
averaged about 8.9 points per game.
Markowski, dubbed “Suffolk’s Most 
Valuable Player” by Coach Leyden, 
was honored earlier in the year when 
she was named to the Brunelli Invita­
tional Women’s Basketball All-Star 
team in December.
Markowski is a psychology major 
finishing her junior year here at Suffolk 
and is a resident of Jamaica Plain.
Photo courtesy of Athletic Dept.
Coach Leyden has officially been recognized for his coaching genius.
Interleague Play: Baseball’s latest quick fix
By Neil O’Callaghan
JOURNAL STAFF
A great many things about today’s 
Major League Baseball bother me. The 
latest of which, the inane concept of 
interleague play, just plain irks me.
Since the invention of fire, baseball 
has existed on two equal, separate 
planes: the American League and the 
National League. In the most recent 
collective bargaining agreement, the 
owners threw in a clause that broke this 
century old tradition.
The whole theory up until this point 
has been as follows: Both leagues spend 
the entireregular season playing within 
themselves to produce the two best 
teams that they have to offer.
These two teams play in the Fall 
Classic to determine the best of the 
sport. Any baseball fan will tellyou, it’s 
what you wait for all season. With 
interleague play, it’ spossible to see the 
eventual World Series teams play each 
other in a three-game series in April. 
Where’s the suspense in that?
The owners have told us the whole 
inane idea has arisen due to the over­
whelming demand for it. Were YOU 
asking for it? Personally, I think it’s sort 
of like the idea of singing out my hind 
quarters—I never considered it an op­
tion.
Furthermore, the schedule they’ve 
presented for this season is almost as 
half-baked as the time Behrle tried to 
drill a hole through his head. The only 
difference is, no one stopped the own­
ers from implementing theirhair-brained
scheme.
If you thought you’d be seeing the 
LA Dodgers in Fenway Park, think 
again. As it stands now, teams from the 
east, such as the Red Sox, will play only 
other teams from the east, such as the 
Mets. Joy. Eons of tradition broken so 
I can watch Paul Wilson pitch in Bos­
ton.
Step back for a moment, and put 
things into perspective. This is simply 
the newest short-term band-aid to bring 
in the bucks. There is no foresight in 
what the owners do. There is more to 
be lost than gained with interleague 
play.
For every one new fan they bring 
into theballpark, they have turned away 
ten who have remained loyal duringthe 
roughest of times.
The owners care little about setting 
salary limits. They care even lessabout 
preserving the integrity and tradition of 
the game. They’re only interest is in 
preserving their beach-front property.
As long as they’re going to trash 
traditions, why stop at interleagueplay? 
For instance, let’s give the hitters four 
strikes. Think about it. Pitching would 
be come so difficult, home run records 
would crumble in a matter of a season.
While we’re at it, let’s get rid of 
second base. It would be so much 
easier to score runs with a shorter 
distance to run. Triples will happen 
once an inning. It really is an obstacle 
that fans have been complaining about 
for years. After all, isn’t that what it’s 
all about? The fans?
The owners should stop and remem­
ber James Earl Jones’ speech atthe end 
of Field of Dreams. That’s really what 
tradition is all about.
“The one constant through the years 
has been baseball. America has rolled 
by like an army of steamrollers. It has 
been erased like a blackboard, rebuilt, 
and erased again. But baseball has
marked the time. This field,this game 
It’s a part of our past. It reminds us of 
what was once good in America.”
I do not see anything good in 
interleague play or anything that can be 
gained.
If this is my reward for remaining 
loyal to the game, they can keep it.
My Favorite NHL Names
Radek Bonk: This center for the Ottawa Senators sounds like a sexual 
innuendo.
Darius Kaspiritis: The Penguins’ defenseman sounds like a disease. 
Doug Houda: The Islanders’ defenseman sounds like a Star Wars character. 
Alexei Zhitnik: Pronounced al-EX-ay SHIT-nic, this guy’s name is odd 
sounding. No Zhitnik.
Micheal Peca: Wouldn’t you love to do color commentary during the Sabres’ 
games?
Ray Ferraro: The Kings center is the definition of “old.”
by Neil O’Callaghan
Jean-Yves Roy: Just in case you ever wanted to know how the French say 
“Johnny.”
Adam Oates, Rick Tocchett, BiJl Ranford, Joe Juneau, Marius 
Czerkawski, Brian Smolinski, Andy Moog, David Reid, & David 
Poulin: If only the Bruins could trade Harry Sinden.
Valeri Zelepukin: The Devils’ forward could have his own line of party tee- 
shirts.
Bob Probert: Why do the Blackhawks send him on the ice with a stick? 
Cam Man: It’s almost a palindrome.
Christian LaFlamme: Jim Behrle’s favorite player.
Ziggy Palffy: It’s statistically proven that Ziggy is a funny name.
Nikolai Khabibulin: The goalie for the Phoenix Coyotes name is pronounced 
NIC-ol-eye HA-bee-boo-lin.
